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APPENDIX A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION
,

Gulf States Utilities Docket: 50-458/86-40
River Bend Station License: NPF-47

During an NRC inspection conducted on December 1-31, 1986, one violation of NRC
requirements was identified. The violation involved a failure to follow
surveillance test procedure. In accordance with the " General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C
(1986), the violation is listed below:

Failure to Follow Surveillance Test Procedure

Technical Specification, paragraph 6.8.1.d requires that written procedures
shall be established, implemented and maintained for surveillance and test
activities of safety-related equipment.

Surveillance test procedure STP-209-302, "RCIC Pump Operability and Flow
Test," Revision 1, which tests safety-related equipment, requires in
step 7.4.29 that the operator "Close RCIC TEST RETURN TO CONDS STOR TK
IE51*M0VF059 and RCIC TEST FCV TO CONDS STOR TK IE51*M0VF022."

Contrary to the above, step 7.4.29 of STP-209-302 was signed off on
December 12, 1986, by the responsible engineer as having been completed
although the second valve manipulation required (closing valve 1E51*MOVF022)
in the step had not been performed.

This is a Severity Level IV violation. (Supplement I.D.) (458/8640-01)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Gulf States Utilities is hereby
required to submit to this office within 30 days of the date of the letter
transmitting this Notice, a written statement or explanation in reply,
including for each violation: (1) the reason for the violation if admitted,

the corrective steps which have been taken and the results achieved,
the corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further violations, and
the date when full compliance will be achieved. Where good cause is

shown, consideration will be given to extending the response time.

Dated in Arlington, Texas,
this MM day of em 1987
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